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Dramatic first-hand accounts of the results of handgun rounds fired into criminals by cops,
storeowners, cabbies and others will be the heart and soul of this long-awaited book. This is the
definitive methodology for predicting the stopping power of handgun loads, the first to take into
account what really happens when a bullet meets a man.
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Whether You TRUST Marshall or Not: It's a Classic There are few FACTUAL accounts in the
analysis of human physical response. A MUST read for everyone who carries for safety. The most
comprehensive study on the subject so far. It is also WELL DOCUMENTED so that various other
verifiable agenda can be examined. Mostly from POLICE documentation; it is an important work
in it's own right. An indispensable book in my own library as doctor and shooter. Both books give
you a lot of details that found beneficial. The fact is the reason there are SO many types of guns
is definitely that no-one meets All of your needs or everyone's wants. This book delivers what it
promises, an exhaustive treatment of caliber, weight, and tip configuration giving optimum
stopping power. Bottom line nothing works all the time so teach hard and avoid the fight if
possible. Marshall and Sanow solution all the questions and settle all the debates.Some of the
results may shock, the 357 Magnum trumping its big brother, and the 9mm being truly a pretty
great cartridge in the end.All in almost all I would recommend this book for people who want the
entire story on handgun stopping power. This book offeres exactly what it promises -
information on balistics and stoping power..I'm writing this review as the negative reviews here
... well silly. The reserve offers facts and statistics, one of the issues with gun possession can be
that once you buy a gun for personal defense you are SURE in your heart you made the right
choice.Very fine technical function that clarifies and lets compare ballistic results. The title says
everything. This book offers a wealth of information that could mean the difference between life
and death.32 and Silvertips was interesting, and alone is cause to buy the book. I recomend. This
reserve offers solid information and unbiased opinion. It really is a good device for just about
any gun owner thinking about making an individual decision for a gun because of their own use.
Good book on wound ballistics. This is a good study of what works and what does not work in a
gunfight so far as kind of caliber and loads that are used.It doesn't fall in to the trap of pure
modelling, indeed it highlights when such modelling moves wrong. A deep understanding
masterpiece.However, it might use a better physical reserve binding. ANYONE who questions
that decision should be an idiot. Remain safe. It's low cost is due to paperback form and since it
could be a reference materials I'm of the opinion, the binding should be even more ridged..
Marshall and Sanow answer all the . The Ballistics Bible. This book takes statistical estimates of a
bullet's stopping power and compares it to actual results from police reports and actual uses of
firearms. CCW permit holders, police personnel, security staff, and armed homeowners need to
know how their carefully chosen ammunition will perform if indeed they ever want to use it to
avoid a lethal threat. Instead the writers investigate real shootings to find what effect bullets
possess in real life use. The info gathered is normally from both autopsies & Comprehensive and
informative. There is NO perfect hand gun round! Hand gun use described in real life examples
rather than theoretical models. first hands accounts. the first in the "stopping power" trilogy This
book is a "will need to have" for the handgun ammo enthusiast and/or anyone who posesses
sidearm for protection---be it semi-auto or revolver. Although Sam Colt may possess certainly
made all men equal, factory handgun ammunition is obviously not created equivalent, as is
evident from the outcomes the authors possess catalogued from actual shootings. The Ballistics
Bible.The books discussions on . Perform yourself and your loved ones an enormous favor and
buy the book, and examine it from cover to cover, and use what you've discovered to select your
carry ammo. You'll find valuable information in the three Marshall/Sanow books that you won't
find anywhere else. Handgun Stopping Power This book covers what Street Stoppers might not
cover. Five Stars Top seller.Lots of things effect how and why a shot incapacitates a person.
Tanks Five Stars Great book Five Stars This is an excellent book that dicusses ballistics and the
science of hangun ammunition. Though this research was created in the past due 80's it still



places forth the priciples of stopping power that was later on up to date by two sequal books.
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